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Abstract:  
 
Fruit plucking exercise by farmers was very tired and time taking process since millennia. They had to physically climb the tree and 
pluck the fruits from their hands. And this process was very risky as farmer can fall from the tree and hard to pluck the fruits if the tree 
height is more. Therefore, in order to make fruit plucking work of farmers very easy, simple and fast we made magnetic fruit plucking 
machine. Therefore, mechanical harvesting prototypes (magnetic plucking hook) were designed and fabricated for plucking each fruit 
as a simple low cost plucking heads that assures having fair fruit quality with minimal damage and evaluating the effect of using it on 
the picker performance and productivity. 
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Introduction: 
 
  India is an agricultural country. Most of farmers here pluck fruit by hands, it is both time taking me job and involves risk if tree 
height is more, so our invention can help in both reducing plucking time and make Plucking fast and it is very cheap in cost so this can 
be of great help for farmers. 
 

A fruit plucking device includes a supporting rod and a fruit plucking arrangement. The fruit plucking arrangement includes a 
plucking frame, a cutting blade, extension rod cutter, magnet, and switch. The plucking frame is supported on a top portion of the 
supporting rod, and is configured to form a substantial loop portion. The cutting blade is extended on the plucking frame, and has a 
sharp cutting edge for cutting. 
 
Literature Review: 
 
 Fruit plucking device is made up of many material having different properties and different efficiency of work like: 
 

NO Material  Dimension  
1 Ferrite ring magnet  155*60*25(mm)  
2 Dc motor 100rpm  
3 Synchronous ac motor 33rpm   
4 Telescopic pipe 12feet  
5 Push button switch   
6 Flexible copper wire  7meter  
7  Scissor cutter    
8 Battery  9w  

 
Methodology: 

Through Ac motor and magnet we will generate power and through wire we will supply power to DC motor, when Dc motor rotates 
360°, we will connect it to slider crank mechanismand through slider crank mechanism scissors cutter will get in action. We use push 
button for cutting action. Scissor’s cutter will move in linear direction for cutting. 
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Conclusion: 

 In modern times we need modern technologies in our agriculture field of India. Modern technologies enhance production and 
efficiency. So, our magnetic fruit plucking machine will help poor farmers in our country for easily plucking and cutting trees. Our 
magnetic fruit plucking machine will increase efficiency and sleep in fruit plucking. And our device is easily operated and easily 
portable. And also, quality of fruits after plucking remains same as it was on the tree. And farmers will no longer be required to take 
risk for climbing trees to pluck fruits. So, our magnetic fruit plucking machine will definitely will help farmers of our great nation and 
improve their efficiency. 
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